Ancient Faces Transcript
Hello All! Paul Hendee here for another Family Digging episode. I haven't
got Carolyn here today - she's away.
While browsing the internet I happened to find something I thought I'd like to
share with all the Family Diggers. I found an interesting website for
genealogists recently while testing out my Google skills. Just when I
thought I had been everywhere on the internet with genealogy I came up
with this site called Ancient Faces. At first I thought it was just a place to
upload old photos. I quickly found out while exploring it's a little more than
that.
Ancient Faces is a genealogical sharing service on the internet. It began
about 20 years ago and was the brainchild of Pam Marks, founder and
visionary. Their mission statement is “We believe that everyone deserves to
be remembered and it is up to each of us to show and tell their story”.
Ancient Faces is the catalyst for that. Not only do they allow the user to
upload pictures of faces, they also allow the upload of all sorts of photos
related to the person: Cemetery stones, houses, occupational photos,
school photos, and more.
While uploading your family images you really do begin to tell your family
story. Every time you upload a family photo, text boxes open up that ask
you for more information. You can even add sources. All the time you are
adding pictures and information you are building a family tree that you can
share with others. You can invite friends and family to add to the tree with
more photos and more information. Just send them a link.

Here's the interesting news, and you know me about this, it is FREE and
always will be.
They also have excellent tech support that knows the platform and responds
quickly. They even have their own YouTube training Channel:
https://www.youtube.com/user/djpinna . You’ll like it. (You'll find that in
our transcripts too, so give them a try.)
Go to: https://ancientfaces.com to register for free and search for your
family in the search panel at the top of the window.
Enjoy - and keep on digging
Paul here - bye now.

